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Matrix Technologies, Inc. has made a major shift in focus 
over the past five years to grow services within the wine 
and spirits industry. The move was primarily driven by a 
shift in the oil and gas market that Matrix had supported 
for decades. As those clients shifted their focus away from 
capital investments, Matrix needed to find 
a way to pivot while still providing that 
process-intensive skillset to our clients. 
“We realized quickly that much of our 
process and automation knowledge from 
the oil and gas and specialty chemical 
market as well as the food and beverage 
market, was directly translatable to the 
wine and spirits industry,” said David 
Blaida, President, and CEO of Matrix. “We 
were uniquely positioned to help an 
industry that was just in the early stages 
of huge growth”. The growth in this industry required 
more process and automation knowledge than had 
previously been necessary, so Matrix invested heavily into 
marketing and development of new clients. The results 
have been fantastic, growing from just a few hundred 
thousand dollars in revenue to over $20MM in 5 years.

Matrix is now well known in the wine and spirits industry, 
and has built many partnerships with clients and suppliers 
to continue to grow our ability to serve this growing 
market.

Ned Vickers, Kent Woods and Greg Eidam II at their capping party.

I feel like we grabbed 
a hold of a rocket ship 
and there is no telling 
how far it will take us, 
said Greg Eidam II. 

“

”

About Sugarlands
Sugarlands Distilling Company is a craft distillery 
producing award-winning moonshine, rum, cream 
liqueurs, and rye whiskey. Nearly 1 million people visit 

Sugarlands’ downtown Gatlinburg, 
Tennessee distillery annually. Over 26,000 
visitors have rated the distillery a five-
star experience on Trip Advisor, ranking 
it as the ‘#1 Thing to do in Gatlinburg’ as 
well as the ‘World’s Top-Rated Distillery 
Experience.’ 

Sugarlands distributes its award-winning 
line of spirits in 32 states nationwide, 
and their spirits are available for home 
delivery via ReserveBar. Sugarlands hand-
crafted ready-to-drink canned cocktails 

are shipped to restaurants, bars, and festivals across 
the country as well as on the Back Porch located at the 
downtown Gatlinburg, Tennessee, distillery. 

“When we opened Sugarlands Distilling Company back 
in 2014, I had no idea what a ride we were in for,” said 
Greg Eidam II, Master Distiller for Sugarlands Distilling 
Co. “I feel like we grabbed a hold of a rocket ship and 
there is no telling how far it will take us. I am absolutely 
honored to be surrounded by this amazing team as we’ve 
grown Roaming Man into the nationally recognized and 
celebrated Tennessee Rye whiskey it is today.”

Sugarlands Distilling Co. believes giving back to the 
community is of the utmost importance. Since 2014, 
Sugarlands Distilling Company has donated over $675,000 
to nonprofits across the country through their giveback 
program, MoonShare. Each month, Sugarlands sheds 
light on a different nonprofit organization and helps these 
organizations positively influence their communities 
through grants, fundraisers, and donations.

Sugarlands has entered partnerships with NASCAR 
racing legend Dale Earnhardt Jr. and wife Amy Earnhardt, 
country music superstar Cole Swindell, the Atlanta Braves, 
baseball Hall-of-Famer, and former Braves player, Chipper 
Jones, Bristol Motor Speedway, Indy Car Race Team 
Rahal Letterman Lanigan, multifaceted partnership with 
platinum-selling recording artist O.A.R., and the NFL’s New 
Orleans Saints.
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“Roaming Man Tennessee Straight Rye Whiskey has won 
dozens of international awards, including ‘Best Whiskey’ 
from the American Craft Spirits Association in 2019 and 
the Double Gold from the San Francisco International 
Spirits Competition in 2021,” said Ned Vickers, President 
and Founder of Sugarlands Distilling Co. “Featuring the 
largest copper pot still in the U.S. and set against the 
backdrop of stunning Kodak, Tennessee, we are looking 
forward to opening this new facility to our customers, 
partners and friends.”

Business Case
In 2014, Sugarlands had one facility offering tours and 
tastings in Gatlinburg, Tennessee producing Roaming 
Man Whiskey and Moonshine. In 2019, Roaming Man 
Whiskey popularity had grown exponentially, and they 
needed to increase production capability to meet that 
demand. After considering options, Sugarlands decided 
to expand to a second location in Kodak, Tennessee.

The new Kodak, Tennessee facility includes a 
32,364-square-foot distillery as well as a 26,500-square-
foot barrelhouse. The total facility will feature 58,864 
square feet of space to distill, blend, bottle and age 
whiskey. This enables Sugarlands to support Tennessee 
farms and employ more than 40 new production staff at 
the Kodak location, including distillers, blenders, bottlers, 
barrel warehousemen, maintenance, and programming 
personnel. The company currently employees more than 
100 team members in Tennessee.

This $28MM expansion project was expected to take two 
years allowing Sugarlands expand the Roaming Man 
Whiskey production as well as introduce their High Rock 
Vodka.

Sugarlands originally worked with another engineering 
firm for the preliminary engineering of the new facility. 
Following that phase of the project, one of Sugarland’s 
vendors recommended they speak with Matrix 
Technologies since they had a good experience with 
them on other projects. After an initial meeting and 
review of the plan, Sugarland’s partnered with Matrix 
Technologies, Inc. to finish the engineering efforts, 
automate the facility, and startup up & commission the 
new process. 

Roaming Man Whiskey
Sugarlands Roaming Man Tennessee Straight Rye Whiskey 
is pot-distilled and aged in premium barrels. Bottled twice 
a year, the whiskey has historically sold out within hours 
of release. The new distillery and barrelhouse will expand 
distribution of Roaming Man Whiskey nationwide over 
the coming years.
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Matrix Piece
In March of 2020, Matrix Technologies began working 
with Sugarland’s Distilling to develop their first large 
scale production facility to manufacture their moonshine 
products and award winning Roaming Man Whiskey. 
This expansion will increase Sugarlands output by four 
and a half times. This project was unique in several ways. 
First, the building was already designed and ready for 
construction prior to the start of the process design. When 
Matrix met with Sugarlands in early 2020, the building 
slab was poured and the pre-engineered building was 
stacked in a pile of steel adjacent to the pad. Secondly, the 
major distilling equipment was already purchased and 
in the fabrication stage. Matrix had to work backwards 
on the design of the systems based on the parameters 
defined. Finally, this project was executed at the start of 
a nationwide shutdown as COVID-19 rocked the world. 
Matrix and the Sugarland’s team had to be creative 
with the design and interactions of the team and utilize 
Microsoft Teams for meetings, design reviews, and 
coordination. This added an extra element of complexity 
to the project that was a new environment for all parties 
involved.

The first step of the project was to develop the process 
and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs). These diagrams are 
critical for many aspects of the project. First, they provide 
the ground work for how the process is defined and to be 
operated. These drawings show the interconnections of 
the process equipment and instrumentation and how it 
works together as a system. For this process of distillation, 
the pot still size was the most critical aspect of the overall 
plant design. With this known, the system was engineered 
to size the fermenters, to the cooker to the grain handling. 
Once this process design was finalized, the utility systems 
could be sized. This included in the chiller, cooling tower, 
RO system, boiler, and air compressor.

The second and probably most important function of 
the P&IDs is the control philosophy. Every process system 
has a degree of automation and manual control. The 
P&IDs designate which items are automated and provide 
feedback to the control system for operator intervention. 
For this project, Matrix worked with the Sugarlands 
Team to identify the level of automation required and 
incorporated this into the design documents. This 

automation included: fluid transfers, control valves, 
level instrumentation, speed control, and utility system 
interfaces. 

With the process, equipment, and automation defined, 
the next step of the project was working with dozens 
of vendors for equipment sizing and specifications. This 
process was completed for the grain handling equipment, 
product and holding tanks, cooling systems, boiler, and 
air compressor. Once the equipment and utility systems 
were properly defined, final line sizing and instrument 
specifications were completed. 

Finally, with the system designed to produce dozens 
of recipes, proper cleaning of the common equipment 
was an important design consideration. Matrix worked 
with the CIP vendor to design a system that was capable 
of cleaning the multiple pathways, color variations, 
and material viscosities to ensure that the common 
equipment was properly sterilized between production 
runs. Thus eliminating any cross contamination of 
materials. 

P&ID diagram of the pot still.
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Other engineering scope completed as part of the 
project included: structural engineering, piping design, 
3D modeling, instrumentation design, and procurement 
services. 

Advanced Automation
Following the process design, Matrix completed the 
Controls electrical design. This included the design of six 
separate control panels. These panels included – utilities, 
holding/blending, product unloading, cooking, alcohol, 
and grain handling. The reasoning behind separate 
control panels was to allow the flexibility for the facility 
to operate each system independently. By architecting 
the control system this way, it also allows for a more 
streamlined approach when it relates to any potential 

future expansion. Along with the panel design, Matrix 
procured the hardware and worked with our partners to 
construct the panels, performed pre-shipment testing, 
and delivered the completed panels to site for permanent 
installation. 

Along with the panel design, our controls team designed 
the network architecture, three line drawings, and wiring 
schematics for the project. These drawings are used by 
contractors to define the connection points between the 
control panels and field devices.

Grain handling control pannel.

3D model of cooker and fermentation room.

Final instillation of cooker and fermentation room.
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The system control infrastructure for the new facility was 
designed using Rockwell Automation’s ControlLogix 
hardware, FactoryTalk Batch and FactoryTalk View SE 
distributed HMI application. The process was designed 
to be run from the Human Machine Interface (HMI) or 
handheld tablets, allowing operators to open/close 
valves and start pumps individually. The exceptions to 
this include product flow path confirmation, permissives, 
fault monitoring, and interlocks associated with moving 
product into and out of the blending tank based on 
operator-entered material weight SetPoints. Additionally, 
PID loops were implemented for temperature and 
pressure control of the process vessels. 

The Sugarlands Plant Wide Control System (PWCS) main 
characteristics consist of the following elements: 

Flexibility:

Sugarlands operates with continuously innovative 
mindset as they are constantly introducing new products 
or variations of existing products to the markets. Having a 
control system that can rapidly adapt to a variety of flavors 
allows their marketing team to be creative in developing 
attractive products for the customers. Applying the 
standard ISA 88 in conjunction with modernized 
technology allowed Matrix Technologies to develop a 
control system that is capable of fulfilling this important 
requirement. It only takes a short time to develop a new 
flavor/product in the PWCS/Production System.

Quality:

When we talk about quality or consistency the challenge 
is always how to integrate automatic operations with 
manual operations. Even in a fully automated system, 
there is always manual activity that should be performed 
by operators the right way at the right time. Adding 
specific flavors at specific times, manually or automatically, 
are part of the PWCS procedures developed by Matrix to 
ensure consistency across the production system.

Throughput and asset utilization:

A control system able to take maximum advantage of 
the resources available with the minimum operator 
interventions is a requirement almost taken for granted 
but not always easy to implement. The key functionality to 
achieve this is Arbitration. Arbitration is the control system 
capability to hold a specific operation while the required 
resource (RO water for example) is being used by another 
unit. As soon as the resource is released it is then acquired 
by the next system that is requesting it, in the order of 
requests. This functionality ensures a non-stop operation 
across the production system. Resources could be a 
common equipment/functionality used by multiple Units 
(RO water, CIP, a material, etc.), and the units requiring the 
resources could be blenders, cookers, fermenters, etc.

From the physical point of view the system controls two 
Process Cells. Blending and Distillation. The Blending 
Process Cell consists of one main blending tank that feed 
in Grain Neutral Spirits, whiskey, or liquid sucrose. RO 
water can then be introduced as desired. Once blending 
of the materials has completed, the product can then be 
transferred to one of four holding tanks. Where cream 
liqueur, as well as several other raw materials, can be 
introduced to three of the tanks, thus creating several 
different product variations. Once the product has 
reached its final stage, it can then be transferred to the 
packaging lines for bottling and further packaging.

Fermentation controller.
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The Blending Process Cell is controlled by three Rockwell 
Controllers (PACS L73) and a Batch Engine for controlling 
all existing procedures (Recipes).

The Distillation process cell consists of one cooker that 
receives grains, domestic water supply (DWS), and 
manually added materials for processing. The temperature 
is controlled through the addition of steam and chilled 
water supply (CHWS). This product is known as the 
“mash” that is the starting point for fermentation. Once 
the cooking process has completed, the product is 
then transferred to one of four fermenters for further 
processing. CHWS can also be added to the fermenters 
during this process. Upon completion of the fermenting 
process, the product is then transferred to the Pot Still. 
Temperature of the Pot Still can be controlled from 
automated addition of steam. From this part of the 
process, the product is then transferred to one of three 
gauging tanks. Gauging tanks are used for proofing the 
product. 

This Distillation process Cell is also controlled by three 
Rockwell Controllers (PACS L73) and LBSM (Rockwell small 
Batch Engine) to control the sequence of Cooking and 
Distillation.

Other OEM equipment was purchased as a complete 
system, and those systems were integrated with the 
PWCS. The first is the CIP system, for cleaning and 
sanitizing of the process equipment. Second is grain 
receiving, which handles the ability to receive four 
different types of grain from trucks to the appropriate 
storage silos. The final system is Grain Addition which 
is utilized to mill and deliver grain to the cookers for 
processing. 

Each of these OEM systems were based on Rockwell 
technologies, and were easily integrated with the PWCS 
system. The system was developed to ensure a common 
look and feel across the entire operation.

Pos still HMI Screen.
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In July 2021 Sugarlands Distilling Company hosted a Pot 
Still Capping Ceremony, offering a sneak-peek of the 
company’s newest distillery, barrelhouse, and production 
center in Kodak, Tennessee. Attendees gathered to see 
the copper “helmet” of the largest pot still in the U.S. 
permanently bolted into place. The new still has capacity 
to distill 4,500 gallons of whiskey mash and will be used to 
make Sugarlands’  Roaming Man Whiskey. The new facility 
will complete phase one of Sugarlands’ Kodak footprint, 
and will serve as one of the largest distilleries in Tennessee. 

This was an exciting project for Matrix to work with the 
Sugarlands team to take their production to the next 
level. Matrix was able to utilize our in-house engineering 
and automation teams to complete this project. Matrix’ 
portion of the project was over $2.5MM with our 
engineering the automation portion totaling over $1MM. 
This is one of many projects being completed by Matrix in 
the spirits and craft distillation industry. 

About Matrix
Matrix Technologies, Inc. is a full-service resource for 
automation control systems, operational technology, 
and process and facilities engineering for industrial 
manufacturers. Headquartered in Maumee, Ohio, near 
Toledo, Matrix has regional offices in Atlanta, Georgia; 
Cincinnati, Ohio; Indianapolis, Indiana; Denver, Colorado; 
Kansas City, Kansas; and Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Founded in 1980, Matrix celebrated its 40th anniversary in 
2020. The company has annual revenues exceeding $65 
million and a staff over 300. Matrix is a four-time winner 
of the System Integrator of the Year Award from Control 
Engineering magazine (2008, 2012, 2016, and 2020) and is 
a member of the Control Engineering System Integrator 
Hall of Fame.

Matrix has in-depth expertise in several diverse 
industries, including food, beverage, oil, gas, chemical, 
pharmaceutical/biotech, metals, aggregates, consumer 
packaged goods, Aggregate, Mining, and Pulp & Paper. 
The company has completed thousands of successful 
projects for manufacturers in 45 countries and more than 
85% of its projects are repeat engagements with satisfied 
customers.

Matrix is a founding and certified member of the 
Control System Integrators Association (CSIA) and is ISO 
9001:2015 compliant. Matrix is a certified solution partner 
of Rockwell Automation, Wonderware, Siemens, Parsec, 
Inductive Automation, Panduit, and GE.

Final instillation of pot still area.

3D model of pot still area.


